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Hard v local currency – which currency to send?



By sending local currency we have not only reduced 

costs but increased cost transparency and our control 

when it comes to foreign exchange management. This 

has heightened our efficiency across the board.

Susan Carr, Head of Finance
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ABOUT THE CHARITY

Consortium for Street Children is an international children’s charity fighting for the rights of 

100 million street children worldwide. They are the only global alliance raising the voices of 

street children at international level. 

They work with governments to promote good practice, challenge and change the systems 

that cause harm to street children, while their network members are busy on the frontline, 

working directly with street children to meet their immediate and long-term needs. This 

includes the need for shelter, education, health care and justice, all of which they are entitled 

to under the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

The Consortium for Street Children network is made up of over 100 trusted charities and 

organisations, researchers and practitioners across 135 countries, each caring for, engaging 

with and listening to street children and bringing their insights, expertise and ideas to the 

table. The charity channels funding to their partners and also provide training and support, 

collaborating on specific projects, tackling issues such as sexual abuse, modern slavery and 

child labour.

Consortium for Street Children receive Sterling and US Dollar funding into currency accounts 

based in the UK.  Once collected, these hard currencies were previously sent to their local 

partners in Uganda, Uruguay, Nepal, Bangladesh and a number of countries in West Africa 

and Latin America. On receipt of donations in all countries, the beneficiary’s bank would 

auto-converts hard currency into local currency. This approach of sending hard currency was 

inefficient and costly and below we explain why. 



WHY SEND LOCAL CURRENCY?

Increased value of funding: When sending hard currencies, typically these funds are either 

auto converted by the local bank or received into the beneficiary’s hard currency account 

and converted later. Auto conversion rates are generally the least competitive rates offered, 

so it is best for charities to avoid them. Charities are recommended to convert in the UK as 

the market is more liquid and providers have more purchasing power.  

Increased accuracy of payments: In-country finance teams will usually budget projects in 

local currency or using the currency that they plan to spend in-country. For accounting 

purposes, it is easier for charities to remit an amount in that currency, avoiding unnecessary 

costs relating to top up payments.  Payment routing is often improved and can help charities 

avoid payment delays.  

Increased security of funds: In terms of counterparty risk, it is recommended to use a tier 1 

bank, instead of a local, in-country bank. Typically, these emerging markets have unstable 

economic and political systems which can add pressure to their respective banking 

infrastructures. 

Increased audit trail: When sending hard currency to emerging markets, charities struggle 

to create an audit trail of international transfers and conversions.  Beneficiaries may struggle 

to report back on the exchange rates achieved and this can restrict cost controls.

Increased financial efficiency: Operational efficiency can increase when centralizing 

financial management. Charities often save significant salary costs, enabling more funding for 

projects.  Charities can also benefit from leveraging the entire purchasing power at central 

treasury to enhance or negotiate tighter pricing.

HARD CCY EXAMPLES: 

GBP, USD, EUR

LOCAL CCY EXAMPLES: 

BDT, UGX, INR
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ENGAGEMENT PROCESS 

Day 1. Complimentary transaction cost analysis 

CSC sent Charitytransfers.org (CT.org) historic transaction data, including trade date, trade time, volumes 

and currencies involved. 

Historic data analysed

• Transactions: 10

• Currency pairs: GBPUSD, GBPGBP

Transaction cost analysis results

• Average transaction margin: >5.0%

• Total cost to charity: c.£20,000

Improvement recommendations 

✓ New counterparties: 1

✓ Transparent pricing

✓ Saving forecast: >50% 
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CT.org Tendered Execution identifies the most suited currency provider.  We act as a gateway 

to improved terms and more efficient transfers.  This tender process provides access to the 

most competitive pricing and credit terms in the industry.
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Day 2. Tender results & applications

CT.org negotiated the improved pricing terms with a tier 1 currency provider. A due diligence pack is 

provided to ensure security screening and aid decision making.

CSC accept the improved pricing and the new currency provider. CT.org forward the onboarding 

requirements – pre-populated where possible.

Day 3. Account manager introductions

Currency trading account is activated.  CT.org organise

a handover call to introduce the assigned account 

manager.  

CSC can benefit from:

✓ Increased value of funding

✓ Increased accuracy of payments

✓ Increased security of funds

✓ Increased audit trail, and

✓ Increased financial efficiency

How much did all this cost?

The cost of this entire initial TCA service and tendered 

execution is wholly funded by our CSR budget 

provided by Audere Solutions.

Find out more at: www.charitytransfers.org

http://www.charitytransfers.org/

